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Are The Rich In Danger?
No, they are not in danger. But a recent Wall Street
Journal article (click here for article) posits, halfhumorously, that the estate tax repeal this year and its
return next year are "incentivizing death."
Last year, wealthy people who were terminally ill were encouraged to hang
on until January 1st so that they could avoid the 45% federal estate tax hit.
This year, by contrast, wealthy people who are terminally ill - or worse, their
relatives - are incentivized to pull the plug on December 31st so that they
can avoid that tax hit, which may be even higher in 2011. According to the
WSJ article, this year "presents a bizarre menu of options for wealthy older
people - and their heirs" and we might see some "truly gruesome" cases including suicides and homicides! - in the next few months because of the
huge difference between this year's and next year's estate tax rates.
What Next?
Congress is considering several bills that address the federal estate tax.
The McDermott bill allows a $2 million exemption per person with a 45% to
55% progressive tax rate structure.

The Sanders bill allows a $3.5 million exemption per person with a 45% to
65% progressive tax rate structure, which includes a "billionaire surtax" of
10% on the value of an estate over $500 million ($1 billion for couples).
Another proposal recently offered by Senators Kyl and Lincoln provides for
a $5 million exemption per person (indexed for inflation) and a 35% tax
rate, each phased in over ten years.
Another option remains - for Congress to do nothing. If Congress sits on its
hands, the lifetime exemption will automatically return to the 2001 levels of
$1 million per person and the tax rate will increase to 55%. Because the oneyear cost estimates of reinstating last year's $3.5 million exemption and
45% tax rate (as opposed to allowing the 2001 estate tax structure to return)
will range between $13 and $16 billion, there is a legitimate possibility that
Congress will in fact do nothing.
Congress broke for summer recess this month without addressing the estate
tax (or any of the Bush tax cuts that are set to expire at the end of 2010). It
goes out of session again in early October. My view: As Senate gridlock
continues, it is unlikely that Congress will take any action before the
November elections, if then.
Stay tuned for next month's newsletter . . .
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